Story by Macklan Cook (5J)
Aliens vs. Zombies - (Part 1)
By Macklan Cook
Once in a small village near the ocean a man was out fishing when all of a sudden a UFO
fell from the sky. The man was pushed back to shore. The man told the whole village about
the UFO. The whole village quickly drove to a valley where they found a huge city. They told
everyone about the alien ship but no one believed them. Everyone in the village evacuated
immediately. Three months later scientists discovered the UFO. There was a defining
screech which could be heard from a mile away. Radars went nuts, nuclear reactors blew
up, machines destroyed anything around it. Meanwhile one million light years away, a
distress call was heard from the Halonana Species and a fleet was dispatched. Everyone
was scared because the reactor blew up near a graveyard and a deafening screech emitted
from the UFO when it was uncovered. The next day what they thought was a meteor storm
came to earth. It turns out the fleet came and crashed. In the biggest ship a heavy airlock
door opened up. Smoke went everywhere. Suddenly two lasers shot out from the ship and it
zapped two humans. The smoke cleared and some beaver like aliens came out. Everyone
ran, half of the civilization was wiped out. Some people hid in the graveyard where suddenly
hands started bursting out of the ground and then zombies came out of the ground. Zombies
invaded and so did the aliens.
The war has started!!
To be continued…

Aliens vs. Zombies - (Part 2)
The civilization has been wiped out but the war still rages on. Zombie’s vs Aliens. The city is
being burnt to the ground. Aliens die and turn into zombies. Zombies get mutated and
become aliens. It’s either side’s war. Dead body’s everywhere, alien skin everywhere.
Buildings have fallen over and crushed aliens and the zombies. The war is over. There is
only one alien and one zombie left. They clashed. They wouldn’t stop until the world was
theirs.
(Five years later)
The world has now been left to rot. The fighting stopped when a titan sized meteor crashed
into the earth destroying both. There is no survival on this new baron wasteland.
The fight
has ended …………………..or has it?
Coming soon Aliens vs Zombies – 2

